
TYSL BOD MEETING

SEPTEMBER 14, 2011

PRESENT: AMIE CAFFERTY, LOU BARINELLI, MIKE CAHILL, JONATHAN CIAMPAA,
BETH CUNNINGHAM, ARNIE ESKENAS, FRANCO LUCCHESI,

TOM PORZIO, SERG SESSA, BRENDA SUROWIEC

ABSENT: JORGE MELLO, ANDREA REGINA, SAL SCHIAVONE, ANNMARIE VIETS

Agenda Item Discussion Action
Call to order

Approval of  
minutes

Tom asked for a motion to open the meeting.  Serg 
motioned and Jonathan second.

Tom handed out AGM and 8/1/11 meeting minutes. 
Reviewed by BOD and Jonathan made a motion to 
accept and seconded by Arnie.   5 votes in favor/4 
abstain (due to absences)/0 opposed

Both meeting minutes passed. 

NA

Maintenance 
at Frasca 

fields

Mike spoke on behalf of Jorge.
a) 3 well companies have been called for 

estimates to replace the well.  Discussion for 
a new point well vs a sink well.  It’s more 
affordable for a point well.  Mike/Jorge will get 
pricing for the point well and will save on 
labor by assisting in installation of the well. 
Note: the well will be expanded from 3-4”

b) Bug spraying will take place 9/14/11.
c) Potholes in the parking lot will be fixed by 

highway dept.
d) Lower parking lot was roped off. 1 lane in/2 

lanes out
e) The lawn care contractor seeded lower field 

and areas that needed it.
f) Mike filled in the hole on the upper U12 field
g) The dumpsters were emptied
h) To confirm the fields are cut on Tuesday and 

Thursday and lines on Thursday.  The grass 
is still too high.

i) Discussion ensued regarding the town fees 
and if the town will take over maintenance of 
the fields.  Discussion also regarding the town 
adding field to the upper fields towards the 
cemetery. 
The group is concerned about losing access 
to the field if the town takes this over upkeep. 
Will TYSL have first “dibs” of the fields if the 
town takes over?

j) Jorge will get a small utility box for free to 
store the “pugs” and agility ladders.

a) Mike/Jorge 
will obtain 
pricing for 
the point 
well

b) Mike/Jorge 
will confirm 
again the 
height of the 
grass with 
the town for 
mowing. 

c) Tom will 
follow-up 
with the 
town 
regarding 
use of the 
field if the 
town were to 
take over up 
keep and to 
inquire if the 
school fields 
such as the 
Wynn will be 
offered to 
TYSL.

Thank you to 
last year’s 

Board 

Paul F, Kelly D, Lisa I, and Eric B. joined the meeting 
and the BOD thanked them for their past service and 
handed out 99 Restaurant gift cards.  

Tom/Lou will 
connect with Tom B 
to give him his gift.



TYSL BOD MEETING

SEPTEMBER 14, 2011

members
Under-manned 

Teams
Serg opened the discussion on under manned teams.  The 
concern is that kids will get injured, the rosters are too small on 
many U12 and U14 teams and then teams will not have enough 
players.  Several teams are playing with just 1 sub. The request is 
that teams be closer to the maximum # allowed vs the minimum.  

Additional concern is that the single age policy was to be instituted 
only if the numbers allowed.  “Are more teams better”?  It’s too late 
to change the teams for the Fall season but what can be done 
moving forward?  Should the top 2 teams in each age group be the 
strongest, regardless of single age?  

Teams should be re-evaluated prior to the Spring season.  Can we 
prepare a survey for each travel coach mid way through the fall 
season to assess how their teams are doing?  Not just wins and 
losses.  Jonathan made a motion to have a survey created on the 
website for all travel coaches.  Serg second the motion. All present 
agreed.

Questions surfaced regarding the request for players to move up. 
There is a request to move up on the website.  All requests should 
be via the form and should go to the BOD.  The BOD will discuss 
any requests for move ups.  The team that the player requests a 
move up to must also approve the request.  Serg made a motion 
to change the disposition of the “move up” form and Beth second 
it.  All present agreed.

A document should be written regarding the # of players per travel 
team, how a player can move, up etc.  Follow-up at next meeting.

A suggestion was also made that spring tryouts are held again. 
Discuss at next meeting.

a) Sal will prepare a 
form for the 
website to survey 
the travel coaches 
this fall.  

b) Mark D, 
(webmaster) 

The request for move 
up form should be 
changed so it’s sent 
to the BOD not just 
the travel director.

c) All, Topic of travel 
placement will be 
discussed at the 
next meeting to 
discuss a written 
policy and 
whether or not a 
spring tryout 
should be held.

Uniform 
purchasing policy

Tom handed out a uniform policy for review.  Several changes 
were asked to be made on the policy.

Tom will make changes 
and bring back to the 
BOD at the next meeting.

Logo Tom brought forth 2 logos.  The “flying T” and the Indian Head.  Of 
the members present a motion was made to take a vote on the 
Indian head.  A vote was taken 6 for/ 2 against / 1 abstain.
The Indian Head will be the TYSL logo

NA

Budget Lou tabled the budget update until next meeting.  

There was a discussion about when a refund should be given. 
Travel players who withdraw and that have not played a game will 
receive a refund of $39 (minus the uniform cost, minus the $15 
town fee, and minus the $11 MYSL fee).  In town players will 
receive a full refund if they haven’t played a game or been issued 
a uniform.

No intown players should be on the wait list.

Lou will update the BOD 
on the budget next 
month.
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Concessions Amie reported that the concession stand has grossed $800 thus 
far.

NA

Meeting adjourned at 9 PM.  Motion to adjourn Lou, Tom second. 
Next meeting 10/12/11 7:00 – 9:00 PM

NA


